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Planar Case of the Maximum Box and Related Problems∗

Ying Liu† Mikhail Nediak‡

Abstract

Given two finite sets of points X+ and X− in R
d, the

maximum box problem is the problem of finding a box
(hyperrectangle) B = {x : l ≤ x ≤ u} such that
B ∩ X− = ∅, and the cardinality of B ∩ X+ is maxi-
mized. The maximum bichromatic discrepancy problem
is to find a box B maximizing the difference between
the number of the points of X+ and X− inside the box,
i.e. max ||B ∩ X+| − |B ∩ X−||.

In this paper, we discuss an exact algorithm for the
maximum box problem on the plane. In addition, we
provide factor 2 approximation algorithms for planar
cases of both problems and give an extension to the
numerical discrepancy problem.

1 Introduction

The maximum box problem is an interesting discrete
optimization problem with application in data analy-
sis (see [7]). Given vectors l = (l1, . . . , ld) and u =
(u1, . . . , ud) in R

d, such that li ≤ ui for i = 1, . . . , d, we
define a (closed) box or hyperrectangle [l,u] to be the set

[l1, u1] × [l2, u2] × . . . × [ld, ud].

(or, equivalently, [l,u] = {x ∈ R
d : l ≤ x ≤ u}).

For a finite set X in R
d, we denote its componentwise

minimum and maximum as min X and max X, respec-
tively. We say that a box B is spanned by the set X if
B = [min X, max X].

Suppose we are given two finite disjoint sets
X+,X− ⊆ R

d, which will be referred to as positive and
negative, respectively. Let us denote |X+| = r, |X−| =
s. A box is called homogeneous if it contains no negative
points. We define the size of a box as the cardinality
of its intersection with X+. The maximum box problem
then consists in finding a homogeneous box of the max-
imum size. Note that the problem is equivalent to that
of finding a maximum spanned homogeneous box.

A decision version of the maximum box problem,
when dimension of the space d is not bounded, was
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proved to be NP-complete by a polynomial reduction
of the independent set problem to it [7]. In this pa-
per, we shall provide an algorithm with running time
O(r2 log r + rs + s log s) for the maximum box problem
on the plane (d = 2).

The maximum box problem is related to the max-
imum empty rectangle problem (MER) on the plane:
find a rectangle of the maximum area (Euclidean mea-
sure µ(B)) which does not contain any point of a given
set X−, and which is completely inside some rectangle
containing X− (typically, a rectangle spanned by X−).
The classical MER formulation presented in [9] consid-
ers only the rectangles whose sides are aligned with
the coordinate axes (isothetic) which exactly matches
our definition of a box. The algorithms running in
O(s log3 s) and O(s log2 s) time in the worst case were
presented in [2, 6]. Examples of more recent work on
MER problem include removing the isotheticity require-
ment [1] and its extension to R

3 [3]. Note that if, given
a box B, we define its discrete measure µX+(B) as
|B ∩X+|/|X+| then the maximum box problem can be
viewed as the problem of finding an empty (with respect
to X−) rectangle B that maximizes a discrete measure
µX+(B).

We shall also consider the maximum bichromatic and
numerical discrepancy problems in the plane which have
important applications in computational learning the-
ory, computational geometry and computer graphics
(see [4, 8]). Given finite sets of points X+,X− in R

2,
the bichromatic discrepancy of a box B is the difference
between the number of the positive and the negative
points it contains, i.e. ||X+ ∩B| − |X− ∩B||. The max-
imum bichromatic discrepancy problem is to find a box
that maximizes the bichromatic discrepancy. Let now
F be the set of all possible boxes inside [0, 1]2 and X be
a finite set in R

2. For any box B in F, its numerical dis-
crepancy with respect to X is defined as |µ(B)−µX(B)|.
The maximum numerical discrepancy problem is to find
a box that maximizes the numerical discrepancy.

Because µ(B) is the probability that the points fall
inside the box B under uniform distribution hypothe-
sis, and µX(B) is the empirical probability of points
inside the box B, the numerical discrepancy of B can
be used as a measure of the deviation of the empirical
distribution from uniform. In computational learning
theory, the problem of agnostic PAC-learning with sim-
ple geometric hypotheses can be reduced to the prob-
lem of computing the maximum bichromatic discrep-
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ancy for simple geometric ranges. In computational
geometry, efficient computation of the discrepancy of
a two-colored point set is useful for the construction
of ε-approximations of point sets. Finally, in com-
puter graphics, the maximum numerical discrepancy of
a point set is a good measure on how well a sampling
pattern captures details in a picture [5].

In [5], the algorithms that compute the maximum
bichromatic discrepancy in R

2 in O((r + s)2 log(r +
s)) time, and the maximum numerical discrepancy in
O(|X|2 log2 |X|) time were given. The paper also pre-
sented the following results: first, in R

2, an approxima-
tion of the maximum bichromatic discrepancy D such
that |D −Dopt| = O((r + s)/u), where Dopt is the opti-
mum, can be computed in O((r + s) log(r + s+u4 log u)
time (for u = o(

√
r + s)). Second, given a point set X ⊂

[0, 1]2, an approximation of the maximum numerical dis-
crepancy D such that |D−Dopt| = O(1/u), where Dopt

is the optimum, can be computed in O(|X| log |X| +
u4 log2 u) time (for u = o(

�
|X|)). These results did

not necessarily provide a guaranteed performance ratio.
It was posed as an open problem in [5] to find better
approximation algorithms.

We present factor 2 approximation algorithms in a
plane with O((r + s) log2(r + s)) running time for the
maximum box and maximum bichromatic discrepancy
problems. We also present a factor 2 approximation
algorithm in a plane with O(|X| log3 |X|) running time
for the maximum numerical discrepancy problem.

2 An exact algorithm for the maximum box problem
in R

2

We will refer to an instance of the planar maximum box
problem as non-degenerate if

∀p = (px, py), q = (qx, qy) ∈ X+ ∪ X− : px �= qx. (1)

The main idea of our algorithm is the following. Sup-
pose that we have a subroutine that takes a positive
point p and the list of points to the right of p as its in-
put, and computes a maximum homogeneous spanned
box with p in its left boundary. Since a homogeneous
spanned box must always have some positive point in
its left boundary and there exists a maximum homo-
geneous box which is spanned, we can solve a problem
by calling this subroutine for every positive point and
selecting the maximum of all calls.

Let Q be a list of points in X+∪X− in the increasing
order of their x-coordinates. Note that due to the non-
degeneracy assumption (1) the ordering is unique. For
any p ∈ X+ we also define a similarly ordered list Qp =
{q ∈ Q : qx ≥ px}. We need not construct Qp explicitly
as it is specified by the position of p in Q.

The following algorithm for finding a maximum box
uses a line sweep subroutine Sweep(p, Qp) which re-

turns a maximum box with p in its left boundary and
box’s size sp.

Algorithm 1 MaxBox2(X+,X−)
Input: Sets of positive and negative points X+ and X−.
Output: The spanned maximum box Bmax and its size
smax.

Bmax := ∅; smax := 0;
construct Q;
for all positive p ∈ Q

(Bp, sp) = Sweep(p, Qp);
if sp > smax then

Bmax := B; smax := sp;
endif

endfor
return (Bmax, smax);

The data structures used by Sweep(p, Qp) are as fol-
lows. Let x = px and x = x′, x′ ≥ px be the initial and
the current positions of the sweep line.

1. The algorithm maintains an open interval I(x′) =
(y(x′), y′(x′)) such that

y(x′) = max
�

qy :
(qx, qy) ∈ X−,

px ≤ qx ≤ x′, qy ≤ py

�
(2)

y′(x′) = min
�

qy :
(qx, qy) ∈ X−,

px ≤ qx ≤ x′, qy ≥ py

�
(3)

The value y(x′) is the lower bound on the bottom
boundary of a homogeneous box that contains p
in its left boundary while its right boundary is at
x′. Similarly, y′(x′) is the upper bound on the top
boundary. If I(x′) = ∅ the algorithms stops.

2. We shall use variables Bp and sp to record the max-
imum box and its size over all boxes found while a
position of the sweep line changed from px to x′.

3. Balanced binary search tree P(x′) will contain all
positive points between x = px and x = x′ that can
be potentially included in a homogeneous box in the
increasing order of their y-coordinates. For each
node ν of P(x′) we will also maintain a counter of
the number of positive points on the subtree rooted
at ν. The tree P(·) can be implemented by any of
the standard techniques (such as red-black or splay
trees).

While a position of the sweep line shifts to the right,
the following events can happen:

• A positive point q with qy ∈ I(qx) increases the size
of the box with p in its left boundary and should
be added to P(·).

• A negative point q changes I(·) at qx (that is, for
some small ε, we have qy ∈ I(qx − ε)).
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If a negative or positive point does not belong to either
of these categories, it can be disregarded.

The following algorithm is built around processing
these events. For convenience of notation, we suppress
argument of I(·) and P(·) with an understanding that it
always corresponds to the x-coordinate of a point cur-
rently being processed. We will also use shorthand no-
tation “I ∩P” to denote the set of points on the current
P whose y-coordinates fall into the current I.

Algorithm 2 Sweep(p, Qp)
Input: A positive point p, queue of events Qp.
Output: A maximum spanned homogeneous box with p
on its left boundary and its size.

I := (−∞, +∞); P = ∅
Bp := ∅; sp := 0;
i := Qp.begin();
while i �= Qp.end() and I �= ∅
save Qp[i] to q = (qx, qy);
if qy ∈ I then

if q is positive then
add q to P;
s :=number of points in I ∩ P;
if s > sp then

yp :=smallest y-coordinate in I ∩ P;
y′
p :=largest y-coordinate in I ∩ P;

sp := s;
Bp := [px, qx] × [yp, y′

p];
endif

else
if qy > py then I := (y, qy);
else if qy < py then I := (qy, y′);
else I := ∅;
endif

endif
endif
i := i + 1;

endwhile
return (Bp, sp);

Proposition 1 The algorithm Sweep(p, Qp) correctly
finds a maximum box such that its left boundary contains
p in O(r log r + s) time.

Proof. First, observe that p and q, qx ≥ px can be inside
the same homogeneous box if and only if qy ∈ I(qx),
which is defined by (2)-(3). Second, observe that s is
the maximum size of any box with positive q satisfying
qy ∈ I(qx) in its right boundary. Third, the algorithm
finds maximum sp of s over the all positive q satisfying
this condition. Fourth, it is immediate to see that I(·) is
correctly computed over the execution of the algorithm.
Correctness follows.

Handling a negative event point, takes O(1) time.
Handling a positive event point takes O(log |P|) time
due to operations on the balanced binary search tree P.
Since |P| = O(r), the complexity follows. �

Corollary 1 The algorithm MaxBox2(X+,X−) cor-
rectly finds a maximum box and runs in O(r2 log r +
rs + s log s) time.

Proof. The correctness follwos from the fact that the
maximum box problem is equivalent to finding a max-
imum spanned box which, in turn, must have at least
one positive point on its left boundary.

Time spent in computing the next iteration of the
for-loop is O(r + s). Construction of Q takes O((r +
s) log(r + s)) time. Since log(r + s) = Θ(log r + log s),
construction of Q is O(r log r + s log r + r log s+ s log s).
Together with the O(r2 log r + rs) complexity of r calls
to the Sweep subroutine (from Proposition 1), the total
is O(r2 log r + rs + s log s). �

Remark 1 The non-degeneracy assumption (1) can be
relaxed if we assume that negative points always have
a priority over positive ones in Q. The complexity stays
the same, while the correctness proof requires a slightly
more complicated analysis.

Remark 2 The algorithm MaxBox2(X+,X−) can be
used as a subroutine to find a maximum box in R

d in
O(r2d−4(r2 log r + rs + s log s)) time.

Remark 3 It is straightforward to modify the algo-
rithm to solve a version of the problem (see [7]) with
general positive weights on the points in X+. In light of
our discussion of relation to MER problem, we observe
that this will solve a problem of finding a rectangle,
empty with respect to X− that maximizes an arbitrary
discrete measure whose support is X+.

Remark 4 Finally, the subroutine Sweep(p,Qp) can
be used to construct an algorithm with running time
O(r2 log r+ rs+s log s) for finding a pair of disjoint ho-
mogeneous boxes in R

2 that maximizes the sum of their
sizes (two box problem, see [5]).

3 An approximation algorithm for the maximum box
problem in R

2

While a notion of an approximation algorithm typically
arises in the context of problems for which polynomial
algorithm is not known, it may also make sense in any
application where the exact algorithm would be prohibi-
tatively slow. In data classification applications, the
number of points of either kind (positive or negative)
can be extremely large. Thus, the r2 log r component in
the complexity of the algorithm in the previous section
may make it useless. Moreover, an approximate answer
may be quite satisfactory in many heuristic approaches
for classifier construction.

First, we describe a generalized version of the line
sweep subroutine presented in the previous section. The
generalized version GeneralSweep(x′, Q′) takes as an
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input the initial position of the sweep line x′ and the
queue of points Q′ to the left or right from x′. We as-
sume that points on Q′ can be traversed in both de-
creasing and increasing order of their x-coordinates but
in either case negative points have a priority over pos-
itive. The purpose of GeneralSweep(x′, Q′) is to find
a maximum box with its left or right vertical bound-
ary at x′. The main idea of the Sweep was to look at
a single interval I of y-coordinates that would bound
any homogeneous box containing a particular positive
point in its left boundary. Here, we look at all such
potential intervals by fixing a value of the x-coordinate
instead of a positive point. The generalized version will
use additional data structures:

1. Binary search tree L will contain disjoint open in-
tervals formed by the consecutive y-coordinates of
the negative points between the lines x = x′ and
x = qx. Since these intervals are disjoint, they can
be ordered by their left end-points.

2. Each interval I ∈ L together with [px, qx] deter-
mines a box [px, qx]×I. We shall use a binary search
tree S to record the sizes of the boxes correspond-
ing to the intervals in BST L. Also, each interval
record in L will keep a pointer to its size record in
S and vice versa.

Algorithm 3 GeneralSweep(x′, Q′)
Input: Initial position of the sweep line x = x′, queue
of events Q′ to the left or right from x′.
Output: A maximum box with a vertical boundary at
x′ and its size.

L := {(−∞, +∞)};
S := {0};
P := ∅;
Bx′ := {0} × {(−∞, +∞)}; sx′ := 0;
i := Q′.begin();
while i �= Q′.end()
save Q′[i] to q;
if ∃I ∈ L such that qy ∈ I then

if q is positive then
add q to P;
update size of I in S;
s :=maximum of S;

if s > sx′ then
sx′ := s; Bx′ := [x′, qx] × I;

endif
else
delete I = (y, y′) from L;
delete size record of I from S;
add I1 := (y, qy) and I2 := (qy, y′) to L;
find sizes si of Ii, i = 1, 2 by querying P;
add si, i = 1, 2 to S;

endif
endif
i := i + 1;

endwhile
return (Bmax, smax);

Proposition 2 Let k+ = |Q′∩X+| and k− = |Q′∩X−|.
The algorithm GeneralSweep(x′, Q′) correctly finds
a maximum box with the vertical boundary at x′ in
O((k+ + k−)(log k+ + log k−)) time.

Proof. The proof is similar to the one of the Proposi-
tion 1. �

Assume that the queue of all points Q, in the order
of increase of their x-coordinates, has already been con-
structed. For any x ∈ R, let the “right” event subqueues
Q≥x = {q ∈ Q : qx ≥ x} and Q>x = {q ∈ Q : qx > x} be
ordered similarly to Q and the “left” event subqueues
Q≤x = {q ∈ Q : qx ≤ x} and Q<x = {q ∈ Q : qx < x}
be ordered in the decreasing order of the x-coordinate.
Note that we require negative points to have a priority
over positive on all of these queues. In the following al-
gorithm, we assume that the median computation takes
into account potential multiplicity of x-coordinates:

Algorithm 4 ApproxMaxBox2(Q)
Input: Q – list of positive and negative points sorted by
increasing x-coordinate.
Output: B2, s2 – a box within factor two of the maxi-
mum and its size.

if |Q| ≤ 2 then
return the maximum box and its size;

endif
x0.5 :=median of x-coordinates of points on Q;
call GeneralSweep(x0.5, Q≤x0.5);
call GeneralSweep(x0.5, Q≥x0.5);
call ApproxMaxBox2(Q<x0.5);
call ApproxMaxBox2(Q>x0.5);
s2 :=maximum size over all calls;

B2 :=corresponding box;

return (B2, s2);

Proposition 3 The algorithm ApproxMaxBox2(Q)
finds a box of size within factor two of the maximum in
O((r + s) log2(r + s)) time.

Proof. We shall prove the correctness by induction. If
|Q ∩ X+| ≤ 2 the output is correct. The calls to the
line sweep subroutine find the maximum boxes having
x = px as its left and right boundaries. If a maximum
box B intersects with x = px, then the box of at least
half of its size will be found in these calls because x = px

splits the B into two boxes of the form examined in
the GeneralSweep(x′, Q′) subroutine. Otherwise, the
recursive calls will return a box within a factor two of
the maximum either entirely to the left or to the right
of x = px.

Let T (k) be the worst case time for a recursive call
when |Q| = k. Finding the median of Q is at most O(k).
Sizes of Q≤x0.5 and Q≥x0.5 are at most k, while sizes of
Q<x0.5 and Q>x0.5 are at most k/2. Since Q contains a
union of X+ and X− and log r + log s = Θ(log(r + s)),
by using Proposition 2 we get the following recursion:

T (k) = 2T (k/2) + f(k),
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where f(k) = O(k log k). The solution of this recursion
is O(k log2 k). Stated complexity follows. �

4 Approximation algorithms for the maximum
bichromatic and numerical discrepancy

In this section, we shall present approximation algo-
rithms finding maximum bichromatic discrepancy and
the maximum numerical discrepancy within factor 2 of
the optimum and running in O((r + s) log2(r + s)) and
O(|X| log3 |X|) time, respectively.

Given sets X+,X− and a point (x0, y0) ∈ X+ ∪ X−,
paper [5] presented an algorithm to find the rectangle
[l,u] with the maximum bichromatic discrepancy among
all the rectangles in the left half space x ≤ x0 such that
x0 = ux ≥ lx. Symmetrically, one can find a rectangle
[l,u] with the maximum bichromatic discrepancy among
all the rectangles in the right half space x ≥ x0 such that
x0 = lx ≤ ux. Let us denote these two calls to the algo-
rithm for the rectangles in the left and right half spaces
as D(x0,Q≤x0) and D(x0,Q≥x0), respectively. The run-
ning time of each call is O((r + s) log(r + s)).

In the following, we shall use the algorithm D(x, S)
as a subroutine to obtain an approximation algorithm
for maximum bichromatic discrepancy with complexity
O((r + s) log2(r + s)) and factor 2:

Algorithm 5 ApproxMaxDiscrep(Q)
Input: Q – list of positive and negative points sorted by
increasing x-coordinate.
Output: B, s – a box with at least half of the maximum
bichromatic discrepancy and its size.

if |Q| ≤ 2 then
return the maximum box and its size;

endif
x0.5 :=median of x-coordinates of points on Q;
call D(x0.5, Q≤x0.5);
call D(x0.5, Q>x0.5);
call ApproxMaxDiscrep(Q<x0.5);
call ApproxMaxDiscrep(Q>x0.5);
s2 :=maximum discrepancy over all calls;

B2 :=corresponding box;

return (B2, s2);

Proposition 4 The algorithm ApproxMaxDiscrep(Q)
finds a box of a size within factor 2 of the maximum
discrepancy in O((r + s) log2(r + s)) time.

Proof. We will use an inductive proof similar to that
one of Proposition 3.

When a box B is split into two boxes BL, BR by a line
x = x0.5 + ε such that there is no any point of X+,X−

on the line, the bichromatic discrepancy of B is less or
equal to the sum of the bichromatic discrepancies of BL

and BR. So one of the bichromatic discrepancies of BL

and BR is at least half of the bichromatic discrepancy
of B. The calls D(x0.5,Q≤x0.5) and D(x0.5,Q>x0.5) will

find boxes with discrepancies of at least those of BL

and BR. So, by the same reasoning as in the proof of
Proposition 3, this algorithm is a factor 2 approximation
algorithm.

The running time is O((r+s) log2(r+s)) by the anal-
ysis of Proposition 3. �

Similarly, we shall obtain a factor 2 approximation
algorithm for maximum numerical discrepancy.

Proposition 5 A box of size within factor two of
the maximum numerical discrepancy can be found in
O(|X| log3 |X|) time.
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